Making Sense of Complex Running Metrics Using a Modified Running Shoe
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ABSTRACT
Running is a widely popular physical activity that offers many health benefits. As runners progress with their training, understanding one’s own body becomes a key concern in achieving wellbeing through running. While extensive bodily sensing opportunities exist for runners, understanding complex sensor data is a challenge. In this paper, we investigate how data from shoe-worn sensors can be visualised to empower runners to improve their technique. We designed GraFeet—an augmented running shoe that visualises kinesiological data about the runner’s feet and gait. We compared our prototype with a standard sensor dashboard in a user study where users ran with the sensor and analysed the generated data after the run. GraFeet was perceived as more usable; producing more insights and less confusion in the users. Based on our inquiry, we contribute findings about using data from body-worn sensors to support physically active individuals.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile devices.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Government health programs and mainstream media try to persuade users to practise sports on a regular basis. Effectively, these campaigns lead to an increasing number of sport novices. Running is a popular sport for beginners because of its low entry threshold, among other reasons [14]. However, running comes at a cost of having to deal with fatigue, or even injuries. As the runner population increases, more and more people are at risk of running too much or committing running form mistakes, which may have severe health consequences [36].

Interactive technology is there to help runners be more aware about their bodies. New sensing technologies that quantify the way our bodies move when involved in sports are now easily available on the consumer market. As more data about how we run, swim or cycle becomes available and integrated in everyday devices, users have a growing interest in understanding the presented results. Further, they desire to relate the information to their bodies and reflect on their performance and wellbeing [41]. Current systems, e.g., Garmin connect usually present physiological data after the workout through dashboards that offer access to a multitude of measurement types, often visualised as time series graphs. While running apps used to display only GPS-based data (e.g., elevation profile and pace history), they now use extended sensing to display cadence, step length or heart rate based on wearable sensing. Despite the fact that users have access to an increased number of

Figure 1: GraFeet is an additional pair of running shoes which uses data gathered by Runscribe sensors and visualises key foot mechanics metrics directly on the outsoles of two running shoes. When viewed from above, GraFeet looks like an ordinary pair of shoes.
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metrics in commercial products, they still struggle to effectively reflect on their performance and desire to better understand their bodies [24, 41, 43]. A recent study has shown that while runners often know the factors that contribute to injury risk, they fail to listen to their bodies, relate their knowledge to their training and act accordingly, e.g. by training load reduction [38].

These facts suggest that current commercial solutions do not support reflection enough for users to know when to reduce or adjust training load based on sensor metrics. Additionally, as sensors become more complex, the amount of data presented increases and thus more effort is required from the users to gain insights. Consequently, a challenge for Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is designing novel data presentation interfaces that enable amateur sportsmen to gain insights based on rich sensing data. These insights could then be used to better understand how training affects the users’ bodies.

RunScribe is an example of an enhanced sports sensing technology. A sensor is mounted on a running shoe to gather rich and accurate metrics about foot position and gait characteristics while running. These metrics can only be analysed after the run. As the data features information such as shock values and pronation (i.e. the side-to-side movement of the foot as one runs), users can identify how much strain they are putting on their legs. We propose moving beyond the dashboard to help users reflect on physiological data by visualising sensing data directly on sports equipment. In this paper, we discuss our design solution, GraFeet—a modified running shoe that captures sensor data to relevant areas of the foot (see Figure 1) for post-workout reflection. GraFeet empowers amateur runners to gain insight into their running form through gait metrics. We present findings from a user study where we compared GraFeet with the standard RunScribe desktop dashboard. We found that GraFeet was perceived as more usable and helped users generate more insights than the desktop system. We conclude with a set of research implications to inform the future design of sports-oriented physiological sensing.

This paper contributes the following: (1) the design and implementation of GraFeet—a modified running shoe for visualising physiological data; (2) a mixed-methods between-subject evaluation of GraFeet and (3) insights for designing future sport sensing systems that foster reflection.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we outline related work in the areas of HCI for sports and devices for data-driven reflection. We also describe how GraFeet fits into the space of reflection support systems for sports.

2.1 Amateur Sportsmen and Technology
A variety of research prototypes aimed at enhancing the experiences of runners has been developed in the field of HCI. Mueller et al. [31] looked at how running could be made a more social endeavor for distant runners by making them aware of their pace. In contrast, RUFUS [49] was developed to mediate the relationship between runners and their supporters during races by broadcasting position and allowing communication. In a similar vein, Mauriello et al. [26] made running metrics publicly available by investigating how on-body displays can foster social interactions within running groups. Timmerman et al. [47] also aimed at supporting running groups by developing software for their organization. Strohmann et al. [44] studied on-foot sensors in the past, but focused solely on sensing accuracy and did not investigate the possible usage of the data. We noticed that while these systems looked at possible uses of running data, they did not attempt to provide reflection support for runners. Consequently, GraFeet explores how running metrics may foster reflection in runners.

A different strain of HCI work explores the role technology plays in the running experience and aims to understand the needs of runners with regard to technology. Tholander and Nylander [46] investigated the use of running watches and found that technology that enabled measuring performance and form was key for many athletes. Knaving et al. [24] explored the motivational aspects of running and found that qualitative post-run reflection was a desired activity for many runners and that they sought technological support for it. Similarly, JogChalking [5] was developed to help capture how runners felt during the run to enable them to log their affective state. These studies show that runners required further support for reflection to understand their running routines.

Past systems have also attempted to help users in improving form in sports. Runright [33] used real-time form feedback to foster better body balance. Similarly, Swing sound [34] produced auditory feedback to increase the bodily awareness of golfers. RunBuddy [17] looked specifically at how breathing patterns can be learned by runners. Hassan et al. [18] used an invasive approach where they used electrical muscle stimulation to correct foot movement of runners on a treadmill and Strohmann et al. [45] built a device for arm movement correction. All of these system examples used real-time feedback in hopes of the athlete changing their habits, but require a constant presence of the technology during practice. In our work, we explore an alternative solution; enhancing the users’ understanding of their own bodies after the activity in order to help them improve their technique and avoid injuries. While we do not dismiss real-time approaches, we use lessons from past work on data-driven reflection, which primarily uses post-activity feedback, and apply it to running.

2.2 Data-driven Reflection
Our work is also inspired by recent trends in HCI that explore reflection as a desired way to improve oneself. Baumer introduced the notion [5] of reflective informatics: technologies that focus on ways an individual can reflect and foster change. Slovak [42] developed a framework which facilitated designing such technologies in a self-improvement context. Saksono and Parker [37] showed that interactive artefacts could support story-driven reflection, demonstrating that recalling past sport-related events through storytelling may be highly beneficial. Our work explores whether data-supported reflection can be also used in the sports domain to understand one’s body better and create conscious transformation.

Some technologies developed for athletes hint at enabling reflection. TickTockRun [23] is an information visualisation tool embedded in a clock aimed at triggering family discussions about performance metrics. Sweat Atoms [22] use running metrics to
3D-print small tangible artefacts to portray the athlete’s activity level. McGookin and Brewster [28] postulated building tools that enabled runners to spontaneously make decisions on which locations to choose for activities. Wozniak et al. [50] studied data sharing for multiple sports and found that collecting and reflecting upon qualitative data was an important part of outdoor activities for some users. Recently, Sauvè et al. [40] developed a situated tangible artefact that visualised fitness tracking at home. They argued that tangible objects were more likely to trigger reflection thanks to their visual appeal. These systems illustrate the potential benefits of reflection in the physical activity domain. GraFeet goes beyond past work by offering the first (to our knowledge) systematic evaluation of an artefact designed for reflection in sports. Further, we focus on bodily awareness to investigate if users can benefit from running metrics to better understand their running technique.

A recent strain of work in HCI has advocated designing artefacts for reflection as an alternative to supporting behavioural change. Brynjarsdottir et al. [9] advocated abandoning persuasive approaches and designing for reflection in the sustainability area. Baumer [3] postulated building tools that empower reflection in the area of personal informatics. Inspired by these works, we aimed to design an artefact that can serve as a vehicle for analysis and reflection. As a review of past work on reflection in HCI [4] indicated that reflection and self-knowledge often go in pairs, we endeavour to investigate whether this can be applied in the sports domain.

2.3 Current Approaches to Using Data for Reflection in Running

While many systems designed to support the runner collect large amounts and different types of data, the presentation of such data has not been extensively explored. Commercial products focus on time series graphs. Running pods (Stryd3, Garmin Pod), chest straps (Wahoo Tickr4 or socks (Sensoria5) rely primarily on line charts with Sensoria only recently offering a static foot drawing next to the graph. Commercial smartphone applications for running (e.g. Runkeeper6 or Strava7) offer extensive dashboards for reviewing data. As injury rates for runners are not dropping [36] while running apps are widely used [19], it appears that current commercial solutions offer little support for reflection. Further, current apps put speed and location in focus but not how the body of the runner works and feels.

Understanding one’s run has a high potential for improving the running experience. Meaningfully reflecting on one’s personal informatics data has been established as a pursuit that can benefit personal wellbeing [3, 13]. Previous work, e.g. [18], showed that interactive systems can help change running technique and improved technique can reduce injury risk [30]. Further, multiple works have found that physically active individuals desire more information about their activity, e.g. [24, 25, 32] and require data-driven social support [12]. Another known issue is that those who are serious about running often fail to take a step back and listen to their bodies [35]. Consequently, not taking enough time to rest when required is often the reason for injuries. Thus, we decided to design a device that would facilitate reviewing one’s bodily measurements after a run and prompt post-run reflection. The aforementioned works also reported that current technologies for physical activity could offer better support for data-driven reflection.

Our work explores alternative ways to present running metrics in order to foster a better understanding of one’s run. Previous HCI work showed that situated tangibles can effectively trigger reflection [22, 40]. GraFeet uses a shoe-based display in anticipation of future possibilities of sole augmentation [11]. Our system is designed for advanced amateur runners [24] who are curious about their gait properties.

3 DESIGN

GraFeet is a proof-of-concept prototype which aims to provide a generative contribution to designing reflection systems for physical activity. We initiated our design process motivated by the fact that running literature often stresses the importance of post-run reflection.

As we wanted to look for alternatives to current solutions, we decided to design a solution that would not use a dashboard but would incorporate extended bodily sensing. As lower extremities are the key injury area for runners, we focused on foot sensors and used an advanced commercial foot sensor, RunScribe. Further, inspired by Lumahelm [48], we were drawn to the relatedness and ease of understanding that augmenting sports equipment produced in users. Additionally, we noted that using tangible objects was also identified as beneficial for designing health reflection technologies [1].

Consequently, we decided to augment the most important piece of runner’s attire — the running shoe. We opted against a screen-based visualisation solution as we wanted our artefact to be easily relatable to one’s body and past work has shown that fostering reflection with traditional desktop- and mobile-based solutions may be problematic and eventually lead to lapses in usage [13]. We also aimed at designing a prototype that would be embedded easily in a home environment (much like LOOP [40] or TickTockRun [23]). Conceptually, we aimed to subtly prompt reflection in users rather than promote change as our target user group consisted primarily of physically active individuals. Further, we believed that presenting the data in the form of a shoe, an artefact easily associated with the running experience, would help develop a more personal relationship with the data. We imagined a system that would enable runners to reflect on even minute changes in their physiology and aid in training planning and, if used long term offer the potential of preventing injuries.

As the RunScribe sensor provides multiple metrics, visualising all of these would not only confuse the user (as preventing data clutter is a key consideration when designing dashboards [15]), but also require them to have the kinesiology knowledge needed to interpret the data. As a consequence, we consulted reference books [10] and experts in kinesiology (two senior researchers from the local sports science department) to determine key metrics that facilitate understanding of one’s running on a foot level in order to prevent injuries. These metrics were: foot strike type (which part of the foot, front or back hits the ground first while running), 3
4
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3https://www.stryd.com/
5https://www.sensoriafitness.com/
6http://runkeeper.com
7https://www.strava.com
pronation (the lateral bend of the foot) and impact Gs (the vertical force with which the runners hit the ground every step). Consequently, the initial design requirements called for a system that:

- offered a simple, glanceable visualisation;
- would convey the key metrics (foot strike type, pronation and impact Gs) in one view;
- take advantage of the familiarity of a tangible artefact that could be situated with a home;
- used a form strongly associated with running;
- would be suited for a post-run reflection scenario.

Figure 2: Three digitisations of paper prototypes for visualisations to be used in GraFeet. The prototypes were used in our pre-study to elicit feedback about how a shoe-based visualisation may help understand running metrics and choose which visualisation to implement.

3.1 Designing the Visualisation

Having established the requirements, we investigated how we could design a visualisation that would prompt users to reflect and provide key metrics meaningful for their running technique.

To that end, we built a series of paper prototypes to investigate colour patterns and shapes for visualising the metrics. Further, we used a modelling clay shoe for users to explore different locations on the shoe for visualising data. We conducted a design pre-study with 17 participants who all reported having been active runners (11 males and 6 females, aged 23–46). We explained the metrics to the participants and then discussed their importance for running technique and avoiding injuries. We then used the clay shoe and paper prototypes to look for possible visualisations. We also asked them to draw paper prototypes of possible visualisations. Users considered visualising data on the side of the upper of the shoe, on the outsole or on the entire surface. We observed that participants initially struggled to connect the metrics to running technique or areas on their feet. The majority (14 participants) preferred visualisation only on the bottom of the shoe. Consequently, we presented users with alternatives of how data could be shown on the outsole. Figure 2 presents the three most popular alternatives. After iterative refining, we found a solution that appealed to most users and conveyed the three target metrics shown (Figure 2a). Users preferred a visualisation that used a green-to-red mapping for shock values. We used the community averages provided by Runscribe to adjust the mapping, i.e. the average shock value was mapped to yellow.

3.2 Final Prototype

The final prototype, which we named GraFeet (Graphical representation on Feet), consists of two running shoes in which outsoles were replaced with LED matrices for visualisation. Thus, GraFeet offers a tangible interface for visualising foot sensing data. The user first affixes the Runscribe sensors to his/her running shoes (the sensor can be mounted on the back of the shoe or on the laces) and completes a run. Afterwards, the data is transferred to GraFeet for analysis. We built a simple desktop interface that visualised the run on a map and enabled the user to choose a particular moment of the run using a slider (shown in Figure 3). The state of the foot metrics would then be shown on GraFeet. In pilot studies during the design process, we observed that that some users’ data showed significant differences between the left and right foot. Thus, we opted for building two shoes to avoid any ambiguity. The final version of GraFeet is shown in Figure 4.
4 IMPLEMENTATION

GraFeet uses Sketchers GoRun 5 running shoes. We removed most of the outsoles of the shoes and replaced them with Flexible 8x32 NeoPixel RGB LED Matrices covered by a layer of 80% transparent silicone. The matrices are driven by an Arduino UNO connected over USB to a laptop. We used the two-shoe Runscribe sensor for our prototype. This device version has been shown to offer rich and accurate running metrics, which was validated in multiple studies that used motion capturing.8 We chose Runscribe as the technology of choice as it offers the largest number of metrics and it is the first widely available running gait sensor.

Sensor data from Runscribe is transferred via Bluetooth to an Android Smartphone and then uploaded to the Runscribe dashboard. It is worth noting that the version of Runscribe used in this work does not provide real-time feedback. The data is then exported from Runscribe as a CSV file. Additionally, we use Runkeeper to gather GPS data and export it as a GPX file. The CSV and GPX files are then imported in Matlab for processing, providing the desktop interface and calculating the visualisation to be shown on the shoe. Having implemented the prototype, we conducted a user study to evaluate it.

5 EVALUATION

We conducted a user study to evaluate GraFeet and compare it with the baseline Runscribe interface (a web-based dashboard for post-run data, presented in Figure 5). We decided to compare GraFeet with the standard Runscribe solution as we endeavoured to investigate how much of a possible improvement our system offered over a solution available on the consumer market. An alternative that we considered and rejected was developing a desktop-based version of the visualisation as displayed on GraFeet. We decided to not compare two custom-made artefacts to understand more about our design and compare it to a state-of-the-art runner gait analysis tool [20]. However, in order to use a real-world baseline, we decided that we would use a data source that offered more metrics than GraFeet. The dashboard offered additional information such as: symmetry, step rate, contact time and flight ratio.

Thus, we investigated how GraFeet differed from a traditional desktop-based solution. We designed a mixed-methods between-subjects experiment where users gathered foot sensor data during a short run. They would then analyse the gathered data in one of the conditions. While we considered a Wizard-of-Oz approach with users analysing predefined data, we opted for increasing the ecological validity of the study by looking at data directly after a run. This enabled us to gain deeper insight into the respective technology’s potential for reflection. We used the following alternative hypotheses for the study:

H1: GraFeet would be significantly more usable than the baseline dashboard. We expected that using GraFeet would be perceived as more usable by users due to its reduced complexity compared to the dashboard.

H2: GraFeet would produce significantly more data-driven insights than the dashboard, despite the more limited range of data offered. In line with past work, we expected that an innovative, tailor-made, tangible interface would produce more insights than a traditional desktop dashboard [21].

The study used one independent variable: type of data visualisation interface. The interfaces used were GraFeet and Dashboard.

5.1 Data Collection

We gathered quantitative and qualitative feedback from the participants to understand their experience of using GraFeet.

5.1.1 Measures. The following dependent variables were measured for both conditions:

**Usability and user satisfaction index** [0–100 points] measured using the System Usability Scale (SUS) [8]. We administered the standard SUS questionnaire to measure the perceived usability of GraFeet and compare it to the baseline system.

**Number of insights and ‘anti-insights’** [insight count]. We used the insight reporting methodology [39] to assess how much insight on one’s running technique the user was able to produce based on the data. We employed this metric to gain an assessment of the reflection potential of the two solutions. The users were presented with the insight questionnaire with the question ‘What have you learnt about your running technique?’ Additionally, we audio recorded while the participant was analysing the data. The insight/anti-insight count was obtained by closed-book coding the data in the questionnaire answers and the recording. We adopted this methodology as we were looking for very specific information.

---

8Sample dashboards can be viewed at https://dashboard.runscribe.com/

---

Figure 4: The final version of the GraFeet visualisation, presented on two running shoe outsoles. The right shoe (left) shows a mid-foot strike, pronation towards the inside of the foot and light shock. The left shoe (right) shows a strike close to the heel, inside pronation and high shock.
in the data and report quantitative metrics as suggested by Blandford et al. [6, p.68]. We defined an insight as any connection the user made between the data and their body mechanics, e.g. ‘This indicates I land on my toes when running downhill.’ We counted any expression of confusion or request for additional knowledge as an anti-insight, e.g. ‘I have no idea what this number means.’. Two researchers independently coded the notes produced by the participants with high agreement (Cohen’s k = .93).

**Perceived percentage of insights learned [%].** In line with the method proposed by Saraiya et al. [39] we also asked participants for their subjective assessment of how much they had learnt from the data. A scale of 0–100 percent was presented to users along with the question ‘How much of the total potential insight do you feel you have obtained?’

5.1.2 **Interview Protocol.** We also collected qualitative data by conducting a semi-structured debriefing interview. In the interview we asked participants about their perceived understanding of the data and how they related the presented values to their body mechanics and running technique. We also inquired whether they recalled specific moments of the run and if those moments were reflected in the gathered data. Finally, we were interested about envisioned benefits from bodily sensing while running and the information the users would like to have about their own bodies related to running. The interviews were transcribed verbatim and relevant passages were selected by two independent coders (full agreement was reached). We then used affinity diagramming to identify recurring themes relevant to our work in iterative discussions.

5.2 **Participants**

We recruited N = 36 participants (10 female, 26 male, aged 18–32, M = 26.00, SD = 2.73) through our university mailing list and by distributing posters around the campus. Participants attended the study individually and did not communicate with other participants. We required that users declare they were able to run for 20 minutes and arrive in their own running equipment. All participants declared to be advanced amateur runners, training more than once a week and committed to a running regime (i.e. they all belonged to the user group defined by Knaving et al. [24]). There were no participants with professional running experience. Each participant was remunerated with EUR 10. Additionally, isotonic drink and water were available throughout the study.

5.3 **Apparatus**

We used Runscribe version 2 (consisting of two pods) for data gathering. We affixed the Runscribe sensors to the users’ shoes according to their preference, in the lace or heel area of the shoe. The data was then uploaded to the Runscribe system using a Nexus Phone. In the GraFeet condition, the data was visualised on two GraFeet shoes connected to a Sony Vaio Laptop (13” screen diagonal). The same laptop was used to display the Runscribe dashboard in the Google Chrome browser in the Dashboard condition. The study took place in a university building adjacent to a forest with running paths.

5.4 **Procedure**

Having welcomed the participants to the study, we asked them to complete a consent form informing them about all the data
collected. The participant was then assigned an experimental condition (GraFeet or Dashboard). Conditions were alternated between the participants. This limited the possibility of them exchanging information when leaving or entering the research facility. After verifying that a user was ready to run, we explained the purpose of the study and asked where to mount the Runscribe sensors on the user’s shoes. We then informed the user that the sensors recorded foot motion data and they would be later asked to review and reflect on the information gathered. Once we affixed the sensors and verified they were operational, the user was instructed to run a signposted route of about 1.75mi from the study location and back. While we provided a suggested route, the participants were free to explore the area and run longer, until they felt they were ready to look at the data. They were instructed to keep a comfortable pace throughout the run in order to prevent exhaustion affecting their perception of the interface used. After a runner returned from the route, we let him/her rest and drink if desired. In the meantime, we transferred data from the Runscribe pods to the phone. Next, we presented the user with the interface assigned to him/her (GraFeet or Dashboard) along with the insight questionnaire and instruction to reflect on the data to complete the task. No time limit was specified and the users were instructed to generate as many insights as possible and think out loud. The experimenter was available to answer any questions and the entire analysis was audio recorded. Figure 6 shows a participant engaged in analysis using GraFeet. Once done, we administered the remaining questionnaires and conducted the semi-structured debriefing interview.

6 RESULTS
The participants completed 36 runs at an average time of $M = 16.35\text{min} (SD = 6.14\text{min})$ and a distance of $M = 2.34\text{mi} (SD = 1.31\text{mi})$. One participant completed the run early due to sudden rain.

6.1 Usability (SUS)
The grand mean of the usability score was $M = 71.53 (SD = 12.64)$. GraFeet was perceived as more usable with $M = 76.39$ and Dashboard was rated on average $M = 66.67$. A Mann-Whitney U test revealed a significant difference ($U = 94, p < 0.05$).

6.2 Perceived Insights Learned
The participants reported an average of $M = 61.11\% (SD = 18.94\%)$ perceived insights. Dashboard produced more perceived insights with $M = 63.89\%$. GraFeet produced $M = 58.33\%$ perceived insight. A Two Sample t-test revealed no significant difference between the conditions ($p > 0.05$). Below, we present two typical insights:

I learned that my right and left feet vary in strike type. (P6, G)

Here is what happened to my feet when I stopped to tie my shoe laces. (P11, D)

6.3 Insights and anti-insights
The average combined number of insights (gathered from the insight questionnaire and the think-aloud recording) was $M = 6.25 (SD = 2.94)$. Using GraFeet led to more insights with $M = 7.89$, while Dashboard generated an average of $M = 4.61$. We conducted a Two Sample t-test to determine that there was a significant difference between the conditions ($t(34) = 3.99, p < 0.001$).

The grand mean of anti-insights generated by the participants was $M = 2.14 (SD = 2.18)$. A Two Sample t-test showed that Dashboard ($M = 3.22$) produced significantly more anti-insights than GraFeet ($t(34) = 3.40, p < 0.01, M = 1.06$). The examples below represent what was coded as an anti-insight:

What does efficiency mean in this context? (35, D)

It looks like this should say more about how elevation affects pressure. (36, G)

6.4 Interviews
The participants provided extensive feedback about their data analysis process. Here, we present a selection of the data relevant to the evaluation of GraFeet. We present excerpts from the interviews and comments recorded during the study accompanied by the participant number and the interface they used (Dashboard or GraFeet) in order to highlight the findings that stem from the differences in the interfaces. Using affinity diagramming, we classified the interview data into three categories (form factor, contextualizing data, potential for reflection).

6.4.1 Form Factor. Some of the users commented specifically on the idea of presenting the data on an object rather than a traditional screen. They found that it empowered them to have an overview of the situation at a given time point during the run and made the data more relevant:
I like the physical object showing me the data. It makes more impact. You can actually see and realize what is happening exactly and it gives you a more real feeling about the data. (P13,G)

Furthermore, participants commented on how GraFeet used a shoe to represent gait data. They found it useful to relate the position of the visualisation to the location on their feet. P5 commented:

I like the colours, you see directly how much pressure it is, you see red or yellow, you see where it is. (P5,G)

In contrast, the participants considered the dashboard interface to be very professional. One participant remarked that the software had a scientific look and thus it boosted their confidence in having learned about their body:

I learned a lot about my body, it looks neat, appealing, scientific. There are a lot of terms which a normal person wouldn’t know, but if they just google it they’ll learn. It looks scientific, so it gives you scientific data about you. (P1,D)

6.4.2 Contextualising Data. Many interview answers addressed the process of putting gait and foot data into context. Firstly, GraFeet triggered curiosity about one’s running mechanics:

It was interesting which part of my feet is responsible for my running. (P24,G)

We have also observed that runners often looked for the means to make data actionable. Once they were convinced that they understood the data correctly, they wanted to know how they could react to improve their technique:

I would like to get some information about what I should change to make my running experience better. More like a comparison sort of thing. More guidance. (P11,D)

In contrast, P13 was able to connect data from GraFeet with an ongoing injury and understand how it affected their technique:

I could see that my knee injury is affecting my running. That I’m running with the inner side, that’s something I didn’t know. (P13,G)

Some of the users explicitly requested that baseline information should be provided. While a running style is a very unique personal feature and different running styles work well for different people, users felt the need to know an ideal style:

It would be good to know a reference — what is the optimal running style. (P25,G)

The need for a baseline was often connected with a more explicit need for the necessary kinesiology knowledge to be available at hand. Users recognised that many of the metrics in the Dashboard were quite advanced and an explanation should be provided:

The terms I didn’t understand are those that no one who’s not in this field would be able to understand. Sport scientists will know it, but a person who’s not in this field would not get it. (P35,D)

They also wondered whether the observations they made were positive or negative:

I learned that my left and right foot are different, but I don’t know what to do about it, how to change it. (P32,D)

Many participants were confused by the abundance of data offered in the dashboard. They not only required reference metrics, but also wondered about the meaningfulness of the metrics. One participant requested embedding knowledge in the interface:

I don’t know what an average [pronation] is, I can’t really compare with the data. I don’t know, for example, what a good number of steps is for an average runner. Without this knowledge I can’t really understand the visualization. I liked the graph. The shock, efficiency metrics, I would probably need to have a background to analyze it. (P11,D)

6.4.3 Potential for Reflection. Finally, we noted that participants often considered how body-worn sensors could help them to reflect after completing a run. Another runner described how they got lost trying to run the prescribed study route:

I could remember a point in the forest where there was no sign any more, then I got attacked by a dog, then there was no sign any more so I just stopped, then I just ran in circles, because I was confused by the way again. (P29,D)

Users connected their qualitative experience of the run with the data which enabled them to recall qualitative details about the workout:

I learned about which part of the foot was used during the run (...) and how much relaxed I was during running and when I paused. What I knew before is that when running in the forest, when the road is not so smooth, and it’s more difficult to run, you use the inside of your foot. (P17,G)

Some of the users reported an increased sense of understanding of their body after using GraFeet. One participant remarked that they
could estimate the way different terrain would affect their body based on the insights from the data:

*The visualization gives you a complete idea about which feet was used and relaxed the most at which point of the run. It also gives you an idea if there are differences in the terrain, how would that affect your body.* (P33, G)

Finally, the majority of GraFeet users expressed a wish to use it longer and anticipated that interfacing with foot sensor data could lead to a better bodily awareness and improved running technique:

*This is giving me insight into my body, but if I used it regularly I could adjust myself a bit more. To make sure that my metrics are same (balanced) and I would try to improve my speed.* (P36, G)

7 DISCUSSION

In this section, we first attempt to understand the differences in how users interacted with the Runscribe dashboard and GraFeet. We then draw on this explanation to showcase insights for future post-activity data reflection interfaces for sports.

First, we must note that given the different functionalities that the solutions provide, we did not aim to determine the preference between the two systems. For that reason, we employed a between-subject design. Our study found that GraFeet was perceived as significantly more usable than the desktop interface. Thus, **H1** was confirmed. Yet, both systems scored as ‘good’ on the SUS according to Bangor et al. [2].

We hypothesise that the Runscribe dashboard features is a professional dashboard [15] aimed primarily at users with a deep knowledge of foot mechanics and its potential for sports reflection is limited. In our study, the dashboard produced more anti-insights, which shows that the users found it hard to relate the data presented to their running. In contrast, GraFeet offered a limited amount of metrics in a form that reminded users of the activity and enabled them to relate the data points to their bodies. Our interview data shows that although users were consciously looking in the dashboard for knowledge about their own body, they were unable to obtain it without prior extensive knowledge in body mechanics. Consequently, future systems should **reduce the number of metrics shown or empower the user to filter early**. With the ever-increasing number of sensors, presenting too many details can eventually lead to cognitive overload [27]. However, we also see a need for extensive metrics to be available if a user endeavours to develop an expert understanding of the data at a later stage. Our work suggests that advanced data solutions for running can only produce a positive user experience if presented on request to users with extensive theoretical knowledge of kinesiology.

We observed that GraFeet empowered users to generate significantly more insights about their foot mechanics than the dashboard. Consequently, we consider **H2** confirmed. The users were able to effectively reflect in a post-workout scenario. This hints that GraFeet was able to benefit from the immediate qualitative experience of physical activity, which enabled users to contextualise data better. This is in line with past work, which indicated that users often consider qualitative aspects of exercise as important despite the fact that traditional sports applications focus on numbers [28, 50]. As a consequence, the time period immediately following a finished exercise session appears to be specifically suited for reflection. This is an unexplored design space as current approaches either aim to provide feedback during the exercise (e.g. [18, 33]) or use artefacts promoting reflection constantly throughout the day [40]. GraFeet shows that future design should **use the time immediately following the workout as an opportunity for reflection** in order to enable users to connect their qualitative experience of the activity to the data presented and enable data-supported skill improvement. As users are known to be particularly energetic in the post-workout period (i.e. experiencing the ‘runner’s high’ [7]), it can even be used to foster data-driven experimentation, which has been shown to be beneficial to wellbeing [29]. This, in turn, can be used to design for long-term exposure to data, which was shown to be a key factor for reflection [5].

The qualitative data gathered in our study shows the importance of reference values when designing for interacting with sensor data for sports. While the most commonly tracked metrics such as distance or pace do not require explanations for the user, we observed how the more advanced foot parameters required a frame of reference. GraFeet emphasised how the user’s sensor data related to community averages thus enabling users to operationalise raw numbers (e.g. in terms of footstrike shock values). Thus, we see that future systems for sports that use body-worn sensors should **provide reference metrics in a clear manner**. This way, interfaces can help the user make quantitative metrics meaningful and translate them to qualitative descriptions of how one’s body functions.

An interesting discrepancy in our study is that while we noted that users gathered more insights using GraFeet and they were more confused when using the Dashboard, there was no significant difference in the reported insight percentage. Thus, we cannot conclude which system made users feel they gained more knowledge. We hypothesise that this apparent inconsistency can be attributed to the fact that the dashboard had a professional and, to a degree, intimidating design, which could in turn produce social desirability bias [16]. An abundance of data points created a perception of being able to access extensive information. On the other hand, sensemaking using this extensive information could only be successful with extensive background knowledge that the users did not possess. In contrast, parts of the needed knowledge were embedded in the design of GraFeet. For example, changes in pronation were reflected by lateral movement of the visualisation on the outsole of the shoe thus showing the meaning of pronation without explicitly naming the metric. This hints that GraFeet, as a tangible visualisation artefact, may have benefited from some of the qualities usually attributed to data visualisation [21]. We see a need for sports sensing interfaces to **communicate the background knowledge necessary to understand sensing metrics and couple it closely to the visualisation**. This was apparent in the dashboard interface. While textual descriptions of the metrics were available, none of the participants used them.

7.1 Limitations and Future Work

While we believe that our work offers comprehensive insights into designing post-workout reflection experiences for runners, we do recognise that our research is prone to certain limitations. Firstly, we
recognise that we only looked at a single instance of post-exercise reflection per user. Future studies can take a more holistic look at the post-workout experience by conducting studies where runners use sensors over a longer period of time. This could also enable investigating whether reflection can lead to eventual changes in technique and, consequently, reduced injury rates.

We also recognise that, in order to evaluate GraFeet, we needed to make a choice of a baseline interface. While the state-of-the-art desktop solution used in our study represents a strong baseline, it also poses some challenges. The Runscribe dashboard was most likely designed with the expert user mind. Thus, some advantages of GraFeet revealed in our study may be due to the data filtering applied or the novelty of the form factor. However, comparing GraFeet to a second custom desktop interface would have prevented us from relating our insights to existing artefacts. We recognise that while our design offers certain advantages over the desktop-based dashboard, it also limits some functionalities. Our design emphasises instantaneous metrics and enables users to reflect on how environmental factors (e.g. fatigue, terrain configuration) impacted their gait at different instances of time. This is done at the price of not using time series plots, which may lead to users failing to miss major trends in the data. Further, future research should investigate how to convey running physiology data on screens and compare it with tangible artefacts. For example, GraFeet could be compared with equivalent full-screen visualisations. We hope that GraFeet can inspire other systems which support amateur runners in making sense of their data with the means of augmented running gear (e.g. interactive visualisations on the actual running shoe [11], visualisations of a running shoe on a desktop computer). Future work should study the comparison between such solutions and GraFeet to explore the intricacies of how such solutions might address user needs and support sensemaking.

Finally, we hope that, in future research, we can observe the usage of foot-worn sensors over multiple months or even seasons. We aimed to build a tool that fosters reflection which serves as a start for enabling long-term usage and the user learning what metrics indicate that their body is perfectly healthy. A long-term study is required to investigate further if reflection can enable users to detect an upcoming injury or overtraining. Such a study will be able to verify if bodily sensing can become a useful tool for adjusting training routines. Additionally, in order to investigate GraFeet’s long-term effect on the users, we would also need to evaluate its utility as a situated artefact. Past work indicates that post-workout reflection can happen primarily at home [23, 40] and we would need to verify how GraFeet can fit into the domestic environment.

8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated data-driven post-workout reflection for runners based on body-worn sensors. We designed, implemented and evaluated GraFeet, which visualised foot metrics on a running shoe. Based on data gathered from the Runscribe sensor, GraFeet presented pronation, foot strike type and impact Gs through an LED matrix on the outside of the shoe. We compared GraFeet with the standard Runscribe dashboard interface in a between-subjects study. We found that GraFeet was perceived as more usable. The users of GraFeet generated more data insights than dashboard users and they were significantly less often confused. Based on our results, we postulate that future sensor data interfaces for sport should manage the number of metrics displayed, explore the post-workout experience, provide reference metrics and communicate background knowledge.

In future work, we hope to conduct a long-term study where users can reflect on their foot mechanics on a daily basis. We envision that future research can extend the capabilities of our prototype by using wearable display technologies. An emerging challenge is also how systems can automatically provide suggestions for improvement based on gait data or support the user in reflecting through data analysis. We hope that this paper will inspire further inquiry into how body-worn sensors can help athletes understand their bodies and eventually avoid injuries.
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